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THE DEEP DEPRESSION OF 
CHRISTMAS EVE 2013: 

lowest atmospheric pressure in the 
British Isles since the nineteenth 

century 

BY PAUL R. BROWN
Tornado and Storm Research Organisation

ABSTRACT: This note describes the evolution of an exceptionally deep depression that passed 
close to the northwest of Scotland on 24 December 2013 and gave the lowest barometer reading 
in the British Isles since 1886.

INTRODUCTION
 December 2013 was a mild westerly month over Britain. On Christmas Eve 
mean sea level pressure fell to 936.4 mb at Stornoway on the Isle of Lewis as an  
exceptionally deep depression passed close by. This storm did not occur in isolation - it 
was the culmination of a series of vigorous systems that had begun much earlier in the 
month.
 On 5 December a rapidly deepening depression moving east near north  
Scotland (961 mb by the time it reached Sweden) produced severe northwesterly 
gales in the north and east of Britain, where gusts reached 60-75 knots in many places  
(locally 80 knots in Scotland); and its occurrence shortly after a spring tide created one 
of the severest North Sea storm surges since the Great Tide of 1953. During most of 
the first half of the month, however, pressure was high near southern Britain or over the 
Continent, and North Atlantic weather systems either kept well away from our shores or 
skirted the north and west of the country. In contrast, the second half was very cyclonic 
with frequent rain and gales.
 On the 12th a major depression of 939 mb developed near south Greenland, 
but this had little effect on British weather. Two days later a deepening low moved  
northeast between Scotland and Iceland, eventually reaching 952 mb in the Norwegian 
Sea; and this was quickly followed by an intense system of 947 mb along the same 
track on the 15th. Both of these produced rain and gales in the north of Britain while  
pressure remained relatively high in the south. From then on, however, the Continental 
high pressure declined allowing a vigorous frontal system to cross the whole country on 
the 18th in association with another very deep depression of 946 mb over Iceland; and 
from then until the end of the month others followed in quick succession. Also on the 
18th another intense system developed west of Ireland and brought severe gales to the  
northwest of the British Isles as it travelled northeast to reach 941 mb between the  
Faeroes and Iceland on the 19th. And by the 21st a new major depression of 954 mb had 
moved northeast from Newfoundland to Iceland.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHRISTMAS EVE STORM
 From about 18 December onwards the outlook charts became  
increasingly consistent in showing the rapid development of yet another intense  
depression in mid-Atlantic, which would then turn northeast to pass close to northwest 
Scotland on the 23rd/24th. There was naturally some variability for a while in exactly 
where the centre would go, but as time went on it looked likely that an exceptionally deep 
low centre would be close to the Outer Hebrides on Christmas Eve, either just west or 
northwest of the islands or actually over Harris and Lewis.
 Figure 1 shows part of the Meteorological Office surface analysis chart for 1200 
GMT 23 December, on which the track of this depression has been superposed as a blue 
dashed line; the crossed circles mark the positions of the centre at 6-hourly intervals  
before and after the time of the analysis, and the depths at selected times are also 
shown (the positions at 1800 on the 23rd and 0000 on the 24th were the same, so only 
one marker is shown for these times).
 The system first appeared on the chart at 0000 GMT on 22 December as a 
developing depression of 1010 mb emerging from the St Lawrence Estuary near  
southwest Newfoundland. Moving quickly east near the 50th parallel it had already  
deepened to 1003 mb near 40 °W 12 hours later, and by 0000 GMT on the 23rd it was 
deepening rapidly, having dropped to 984 mb at 22 °W while travelling just north of east 
at a speed of 50 knots. The rate of deepening then became extreme. In the next six 
hours the central pressure fell 15 millibars to 969 mb; in the following six hours another 
15 millibars to 954 mb (Figure 1); and in the six hours after that a further 12 millibars, 
taking it down to 942 mb by 1800 GMT on the 23rd (42 millibars in 18 hours), by which 
time it had turned sharply to the northeast to be centred at 57½ °N 12½ °W. The centre 
then paused near that position for a while but continued deepening to reach 935 mb at 
0000 GMT on the 24th, and 929 mb by 0600 GMT (confirmed by a ship report close to 
the centre of 930.3 mb). It then resumed its movement, tracking more slowly northeast to 
be centred 132 km northwest of Scarp Island, off the coast of North Harris, by 1200 GMT 
on Christmas Eve, by which time it had reached the exceptional depth of 927 mb; after 
which it turned north towards the Faeroe Islands, 928 mb, by 1800 GMT that day. From 
then on it moved slowly and erratically north into the Norwegian Sea, where it lingered on 
for several more days while gradually filling, until it became absorbed in the circulation 
of its successor on the 28th.

LOWEST BAROMETER READINGS
 The ship report cited above, of 930.3 mb, was from SKPE (Atlantic Companion) 
at 58.6 °N 11.4 °W at 0600 GMT; at the same time the AWS from the same ship, under 
call sign BAREU04, reported 930.8 mb at 58.7 °N 11.4 °W, while buoy no. 64045 (K5), at 
59.1 °N 11.7 °W, had 934.7 mb. The buoy pressure had first fallen below 940 mb at 0000 
GMT; after 0600 it steadied for a few hours before falling again after midday to reach 
932.9 mb at 1500 GMT, then rose to above 940 mb again by 2100. Thus it was below 
940 mb for 21 hours. No other manual reports were received from Atlantic Companion 
(SKPE) until 1800 GMT, but the automatic version (BAREU04), reporting hourly, first 
went below 940 mb at 0200 GMT, when it had 938.3 mb at 58.2 °N 9.7 °W; after 0600 its 
pressure rose as it sailed west, but it was not until 1400 GMT that it went above 940 mb 
again, at 59.1 °N 14.7 °W, giving 12 hours below 940 mb (while on the move between 10 
and 15 °W).
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Figure 1. Part of surface analysis chart for 1200 GMT 23 December 2013 as issued by the  
Meteorological Office (Crown copyright). Previous and subsequent track of the Low 954 west of  
Ireland has been added as the blue dashed line; crossed circles show 6-hourly positions of the 
centre; depths shown for selected times.

 On land, Stornoway Airport had hourly readings at or below 940 mb for 14 
hours on the 24th (the hours are nominal - actual times of reading are at 10 minutes to 
the hour):

0800 hr 940.2 mb 1400 hr 937.7 mb 2000 hr 938.4 mb
0900 hr 939.2 mb 1500 hr 938.6 mb 2100 hr 939.1 mb
1000 hr 939.2 mb 1600 hr 940.0 mb 2200 hr 939.5 mb
1100 hr 938.1 mb 1700 hr 939.7 mb 2300 hr 941.8 mb
1200 hr 937.6 mb 1800 hr 939.3 mb
1300 hr 936.8 mb 1900 hr 938.2 mb
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 The absolute minimum pressure here occurred between the 1200 and 1300 
readings, when it reached 936.4 mb at 1229 GMT (Figure 2, M. Clark, pers. comm.). 
At West Geirinish on South Uist (where the rocket sondes used to be launched from) 
pressure was at or below 940 mb from 0700-1200 GMT, hourly minimum 938.5 mb at 
1000 GMT. These were the only two British land stations to report values below 940 mb 
(although similar values would have occurred at Butt of Lewis and perhaps Cape Wrath 
and North Rona, three former synoptic stations that have now passed into oblivion). 
But because atmospheric pressure, more than other meteorological elements, varies in 
a spatially coherent manner, it is possible to interpolate quite accurately what it would 
have been at places where no readings are available. The pressure gradient across 
the Isle of Lewis was from southeast to northwest at the rate of 1 millibar in 13 km.  
At 1200 GMT (Figure 3) the 936 isobar embraced the northwestern third of the island 
(as well as a small area of North Harris). The farthest point on land on the low side of the 
isobar was Gallan Head on the northwest coast (O.S. grid reference NB0539); this was  
17 km from the 936 isobar, which gives an estimated pressure here of 934.7 mb (at 
1150 GMT). At Stornoway the minimum at 1229 GMT was associated with the passage 
of the non-frontal trough marked on Figure 3, after which pressure rose 0.4 millibar by 
the next routine report at 1250. The trough appears to have been moving at 25 knots 
or slightly less, which would place it at Gallan Head just about an hour earlier than at  
Stornoway, i.e. approximately 1130; assuming the same pattern of pressure tendency as at  
Stornoway, we can infer that at that time (1130) it would have been 0.4 millibar below the 
estimated 934.7 at 1150, making the absolute minimum here 934.3 mb. This, therefore, 
is the estimated lowest value on land, bar that on the uninhabited Flannan Islands (some 
50 km west of Lewis), where it would probably have reached about 933 mb. These  

Figure 2. Mean sea level pressure trace at Stornoway (1 minute/0.01 millibar resolution) from 1000-
1500 GMT 24 December 2013 (Meteorological Office data).
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Figure 3. Plotted chart for 1200 GMT 24 December 2013 showing (where available) wind speed/
direction, cloud cover, pressure, temperature, present weather. Fronts and isobars added from the 
official surface analysis of the Meteorological Office for the same time.
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interpolated values, though, are of no more than academic interest because only actual 
barometer readings count for the statistics. The lowest officially recorded in Britain on 24 
December 2013 was therefore 936.4 mb at Stornoway at 1229 GMT. (It may be noted 
that a different practice applies in determining the statistical lowest central pressures 
of depressions over the ocean, where interpolation is nearly always necessary, and  
therefore legitimate, in the absence of pressure readings at the centres of the systems.)
 Further north, pressures below 940 mb were recorded in the Faeroe Islands 
(3-hourly reports only) from the morning of the 24th: Thorshavn went below at 0900 GMT 
and remained at or below until 0300 GMT the next day, minimum 937.0 mb at 2100;  
Fugloy had a similar duration, reaching 938.2 mb at 2100; while Akraberg, the most 
southerly of the three, was below 940 mb from 1200 GMT on the 24th (probably also 
between 0600 and 0900) to 0600 GMT on the 25th, minimum 932.5 mb at 1800 on the 
24th.

RARITY OF THE EVENT
 In a major paper on the deepest North Atlantic depressions Burt (2007) 
lists 14 occasions from the nineteenth century onwards when barometric pressures 
below 930 mb occurred either on the ocean itself or at adjacent land stations (while  
acknowledging that the list is probably incomplete): 11 of these indicate depressions 
having central pressures at or below the value of 927 mb attained on the present  
occasion; so although very rare it was not without a number of precedents.
 He also lists 30 separate occasions in the same period when pressures below 
950 mb were measured in the British Isles (but again probably an incomplete list, at 
least for the nineteenth century). Among these there are just six with pressures below  
940 mb: two of these are rather uncertain values from the first half of the nineteenth 
century; of the four remaining, three occurred within 10 years of each other between 
1877 and 1886, viz.
 11 Nov 1877:  939.7 mb at Monach Lighthouse, Hebrides.
 26 Jan 1884:  925.6 mb at Ochtertyre, near Crieff (the record lowest for the  
   British Isles).
 8 Dec 1886:  927.2 mb at Belfast.
The fourth occurred one hundred years later on 20 December 1982, when 937.6 mb 
was recorded at Stornoway. It thus appears that the recent value of 936.4 mb, also 
at Stornoway, was the lowest on record for the British Isles since December 1886  
(127 years earlier).

WEATHER
 It is hardly necessary to state that a depression of that depth produced  
widespread rain and gales, but the geographical distribution of these elements with 
time is worth commenting on. Over the southern half of Britain the 23rd (when the  
depression was still developing) was much the wetter of the two days, and rainfall totals 
here were in general larger than further north. There were two reasons for this. Firstly, 
there was uplift of air in the warm sector, a feature sometimes found in very active  
systems, so instead of the usual orographic drizzle there was widespread moderate 
rain in the warm sector (more rain, in fact, than on the warm front); but in the north the 
fronts were already undergoing occlusion, so the warm sector and its rain were absent.  
Secondly, before the fronts had properly cleared from the south a vigorous wave  
developed on the cold front and ran northeast across England and Wales in the evening 
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of the 23rd, spreading moderate to heavy rain back across those areas from which it had 
only just cleared; this, too, did not affect the far north. The result was that much of England  
(except the east) and Wales had 24-hour rainfall totals of 25-50 mm, and even more in 
some places (67 mm at Boscombe Down, Wiltshire, is notable, and there were reports 
of over 100 mm on Dartmoor).
 Winds were very strong everywhere but not exceptionally so. Southerly gales 
of force 8-9, locally storm force 10, first developed in the warm sector in the south 
on the morning of the 23rd, giving gusts of 55-65 knots on and near southern and  
western coasts, 45-55 knots well inland. Following a short lull renewed gales of the same 
strength developed in the evening in association with the aforementioned wave before 
dying down later in the night.
 In the north and west of Scotland the 24th was the worst day, when the  
occlusion, having circulated round the low centre, was returning from the west to give 
periods of moderate rain accompanied by southerly gales up to force 9, gusts again 
reaching 55-65 knots, while other parts of Britain had a quieter day with scattered  
showers, and moderate to strong winds inland but still up to gale force on western coasts.

SEQUEL
 The passing away of this exceptional depression of Christmas Eve was not the 
end of the story. Three days later, on 27 December, another abnormally deep system of 
945 mb moved into Scotland from the Atlantic (pressure 944.9 mb at Tiree at 0700 GMT). 
This would have been worthy of an article in its own right had it not been overshadowed 
by its predecessor. This time the severest gales occurred in a band from Ireland through 
Wales and northern England, where gusts reached 65-75 knots on windward coasts 
(and as high as 95 knots at the cliff-top site at Aberdaron on the Lleyn Peninsula). And 
although of no relevance to British weather, another depression reached 937 mb over 
Baffin Island in the Canadian Arctic early in the new year, on 8 January 2014.

SUMMARY
 Between mid-December 2013 and early January 2014 seven depressions 
reached depths of below 950 mb over or near the North Atlantic Ocean. Three of these 
deepened below 940 mb, one of which reached 927 mb close to northwest Scotland on 
Christmas Eve. This resulted in a measured MSL pressure of 936.4 mb at Stornoway, 
the lowest in the British Isles for well over a hundred years (since December 1886), and 
an (unofficial) estimated value of 934.3 mb in the region of Gallan Head on the west of 
the Isle of Lewis.

REFERENCE
BURT, S. (2007) The Lowest of the Lows. Extremes of barometric pressure in the British Isles.  
Part 1 – the deepest depressions. Weather, 62, 4-14.

POSTSCRIPT (added in press)
 The very cyclonic pattern continued through January and February 2014,  
culminating in two deep and intense depressions that moved northeast across Ireland on 
12 and 14 February. The first of these produced exceptional gales over much of Ireland, 
especially the south and west, where gusts of 70-85 knots caused widespread damage; 
the second produced gusts of 55-70 knots over much of England and Wales, especially 
the south.
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TORRO TORNADO DIVISION REPORT:
September to October 2013

BY PAUL R. BROWN AND G.TERENCE MEADEN

September 2013 was warm at the beginning and end, when there were anticyclonic 
spells, but rather cold in the middle, when unsettled westerly types prevailed. There were 
just three funnel clouds and one waterspout this month. The first half of October had 
variable weather types but the second half was very unsettled with winds between south 
and west. The year thus far had been unusually quiet for whirlwinds but a burst of activity 
in October saw six reports of funnel clouds and eight tornadoes, two of which began as 
waterspouts; there was also a tornado in the Irish Republic.

fc?2013Sep06 Bodmin, Cornwall (50° 28’ N 4° 44’ W, SX 0667)
 A report was received from Ms Thelma Hill concerning a hailstorm with stones 
‘as large as marbles’, which was preceded by lightning and accompanied by a possible 
funnel cloud. Time was 1300 GMT.
 At 1200 GMT a low, 1005 mb, was moving slowly north in the North Sea 
while a secondary centre, 1009 mb, was near west Cornwall. There were showers and  
thunderstorms in the west (mainly sea and coasts) and longer spells of rain in the east 
and north.

fc2013Sep06 Brixham, Devon (50° 24’ N 3° 30’ W, SX 9356)
 A photograph was received from Mr Lee Noah Hunter showing what looks like 
a horizontal funnel cloud during a thunderstorm at Breakwater Beach, Brixham, at 1915 
GMT.

fc2013Sep06? Porthtowan, Cornwall (c 50° 17’ N 5° 15’ W, SW 6848)
 Mr Jason Gunn contacted us to report a small funnel cloud over the sea from 
Porthtowan, which lasted 1½ minutes at about 1730 GMT. He gave the date as the 8th, 
and described it as moving from east to west towards Gwithian, but that is contrary to the 
airflow, neither does it fit with the layered cloudscape reported in the area that evening; 
the 6th seems a more likely date.

WS2013Sep08 Bexhill, East Sussex (c 50° 45’ N 0° 28’ E, TV 7498)
 A number of reports and photographs were received of a waterspout seen 
from Eastbourne, Bexhill, and Hastings at 1155 GMT; e.g. Brighton Argus, 9 September, 
Hastings & St. Leonards Observer, 13 September, and personal communications from 
Mr Neil Cunningham, Mr Jason Lockwood, Ms Anisa Akchich, the last of whom gave 
the position as five miles offshore. As is often the case with waterspouts, only the  
upper portion of the funnel is visible but there is disturbance of the sea surface beneath 
it. At 1200 GMT a weak southwesterly airstream covered the British Isles associated with 
a small depression, 1011 mb, west of the Hebrides; a shower trough was moving east 
along the English Channel. There were showers in the south and west, a few of which 
were thundery.
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FC2013Sep09 Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, Ross and Cromarty (58° 13’ N 6° 21’ W, NB 
4533)
 A funnel cloud was reported in the 0950 GMT METAR from Stornoway Airport. 
At 1200 GMT a weak northerly airstream covered the British Isles between a shallow 
low, 1013 mb, moving east along the English Channel and a ridge of high pressure west 
of Ireland. Thundery showers occurred in many parts of England (apart from the south) 
while more scattered showers affected Scotland.

FC2013Oct05 Jersey, Channel Islands (49° 13’ N 2° 12’ W)
 A funnel cloud was reported in the 1520 GMT METAR from Jersey Airport, and 
a photograph of the same was taken by Mr Phil Marett showing a well-formed funnel 
descending from a bank of heavy cumulus. At 1200 GMT a ridge of high pressure was 
moving east across the British Isles from a high, 1026 mb, off northwest Spain. Weather 
was mainly dry with variable cloud and a few coastal showers.

A reported funnel cloud in the Isle of Wight on 9 October (Isle of Wight County Press, 
19 October) was just a vapour trail.

tn2013Oct14 Wrexham, Denbighshire (53° 04’ N 3° 00’ W to 53° 03’ N 3° 01’ W, SJ 3352 
to SJ 3251)
 Reports were received of damage to roofs caused by a ‘mini-tornado’ in  
Rhosddu during a heavy shower of rain and hail at 1400 GMT (an inch of rain was said 
to have fallen in less than an hour), and trees were blown over at Glyndwr University in 
the same area. There was also film of a funnel cloud seen about the same time taken 
by Mr Stephen Brown, but not obviously reaching the ground. Although no-one from 
TORRO was able to visit the site two members of another organisation (SkyWarn) did 
so on the 17th; minor damage was found along a straight line of about 2 km from Pandy 
southsouthwest to the University. Force T2. 
 At 1200 GMT a low, 1005 mb, was slow-moving over central England, and part 
of its spiralling occluded front lay over north Wales. Showers affected much of England 
and Wales.

WS-TN2013Oct20/I Hayling Island, Hampshire, to (Mid) Lavant, West Sussex (50° 47’ N 
0° 58’ W to 50° 52’ N 0° 48’ W, SZ 725984 to SU 849086)
 Following press and other reports of a tornado on Hayling Island in the early 
morning of 20 October Tony Gilbert of TORRO inspected the area a few hours later. His 
conclusion was that a waterspout had come ashore as a narrow tornado (width just a few 
metres) near the Coastguard House at 0636 GMT, crossed the southeast corner of the 
island in a northeasterly direction, then moved offshore again at the Mengeham Rythe 
Sailing Club (SZ 736993). Force T2. Damage included: motor car destroyed by falling 
tree; large garden wall toppled; at least 30 house roofs damaged; garage roof lifted; 
numerous trees felled; yachts moved by up to 50 metres. He later made a more detailed 
inspection at the sailing club, where there was much damage to small craft (estimated at 
over £100,000).
 Further information led to the discovery of an extended (but perhaps  
discontinuous) track across the southern tip of Thorney Island then inland through  
Chidham and on to Lavant. Sarah Horton of TORRO visited Thorney Island on the 27th, 
where she found broken trees indicating T1 damage, perhaps locally T2. The remainder 
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of the track was investigated by Matt Clark of TORRO on the 26th; he found a T1 track 
up to 50 m wide from the southwest side of Chidham (SU 787039) to just west of Lavant, 
identified by broken branches and one or two felled trees, especially near Lavant, but 
there was little evidence of damage to buildings (and nothing at all beyond Lavant).  
The total length of track from Hayling Island was therefore 16 km from southwest to 
northeast.
 At 1200 GMT a low, 991 mb, was moving northeast over Ireland and numerous 
shower troughs were circulating round it in a south to southwesterly airstream over the 
British Isles; one such trough passed over Hampshire/West Sussex about the time of the 
tornado, giving showers and thunderstorms; and further showers occurred in many other 
areas during the day, especially the south and west. 

q2013Oct20 Middleton-on-Sea, West Sussex (50° 48’ N 0° 36’ W, SU 984001)
 Mr Simon Arch wrote to us about a ‘tornado’ between 1200 and 1300 GMT, 
which caused damage to three townhouses that were under construction in Elmer 
Road. He did not witness the event himself but was told that a ‘strong wind’ lasting  
‘a few moments’ apparently came in from the sea and blew down the top floor of the  
erection (which was waiting for the roof to be put on), and which in turn buckled the  
scaffolding as it fell. In the absence of any further information we cannot document this 
as a tornado.

TN2013Oct20/II Walsall, Staffordshire (52° 34’ N 1° 59’ W, SP 016957)
 Press reports, e.g. Express & Star 21 October, Walsall Advertiser 24 October, 
described a tornado (or ‘mini-tornado’) that occurred in Segundo Road, Delves, at about 
1700 GMT. Roofs were torn off two garages and tiles were removed from the roofs of 
three houses, damaging a motor car. A resident, Ms Lisa Berry, said: “I … looked out 
of my window to see the rain pouring heavily. All of a sudden it started to calm down, 
and then the wind picked up and I saw a swirl of leaves and heard a rumbling sound.  
I didn’t think much of it until I looked outside and saw the devastation it had caused. It was 
over in a flash.” Another resident, Mr Andrew Ely (who was out at the time), said: “I’ve 
been chatting to neighbours and they said they saw the tornado form in Silverdale Park  
[immediately west of Segundo Road and next to the M6 motorway] before it struck  
Segundo Road … [they] said they had looked up and noticed what looked like a swirl 
of birds. A fire officer came to visit me and said that the roof of my garage had been  
completely destroyed because of a tornado.” A local weather enthusiast, Mr Simon  
Keeling, estimated the strength at Force T2.

FC/TN2013Oct20 Burton upon Trent area, Staffordshire (c 52° 48’ N 1° 39’ W, SK 2422)
 Two anonymous photographs of funnel clouds were received, one taken from 
Burton upon Trent in the direction of Tatenhill, the other from Tutbury, northwest of Burton 
upon Trent (times unknown). The first shows a thick funnel that might have reached the 
ground, the second a long tapering funnel cloud.

ws?2013Oct22 Selsey, West Sussex (c 51° 39’ N 0° 53’ W, SZ 7795)
 Film was received, timed at 1953 GMT, showing what might have been a  
distant waterspout viewed from Selsey in the direction of Hayling Island (i.e. west), but 
the quality of the picture (in the dark) is not good. At 1800 GMT a complex depression, 
978 mb, was centred near northwest Ireland and troughs in its circulation were moving 
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north over the British Isles giving showers and local thunderstorms (one such band was 
in the Selsey area at the time of the report).

WS-TN2013Oct23 Pagham, West Sussex (50° 46’ N 0° 44’ W to 50° 47’ N 0° 43’ W, SZ 
896975 to SZ 902988)
 Ms Juliette Ellis contacted us about a tornado she experienced at Pagham 
at 0220 GMT. Fences were blown down, a shed dislodged, and twigs removed from 
trees. The weather was already wet and windy, but then a louder wind could be heard  
approaching until it hit the house; this lasted no more than two minutes.
 Tony Gilbert of TORRO made a site investigation on the 25th, and confirmed 
that a very narrow waterspout (a few metres in width) came ashore near Ledra Drive 
and travelled northeast to Micklam Close (SZ 901986) and Elbridge Crescent, although 
damage was only evident near the beginning and end of the track – minor roof damage, 
a few tree limbs broken, and a garden wall felled. Force T1 at the start becoming T2 at 
the end. Track length overland 1.5 km, sinusoidal in shape and discontinuous.
 At 0000 GMT a low, 979 mb, was moving northeast near the Hebrides and 
a returning maritime Polar airmass with shower troughs covered England and Wales; 
one such trough would have been in the Pagham area about the time of the tornado.  
Showers, locally heavy, affected many areas during the night.

FC2013Oct25 Borth, Cardiganshire (52° 29’ N 4° 04’ W, SN 6089)
 John Mason of TORRO photographed a near-horizontal funnel cloud from 
Borth (time not stated, probably early afternoon).
 At 1200 GMT a low, 990 mb, was moving northeast off western Scotland. 
Its occluded front was crossing Scotland giving outbreaks of rain while a showery 
southwesterly airstream prevailed further south. A concentrated area of showers and  
thunderstorms moved northeast from west Wales to northeast England during the  
afternoon.

TN2013Oct25/I Waverton to Hatchmere, near Kingsley, Cheshire (53° 10’ N 2° 47’ W to 
53° 15’ N 2° 41’ W, SJ 475632 to SJ 550725)
 Mrs Julia Deynem contacted us to report a ‘twister’ on her land at Duddon 
Heath (SJ 5065). It demolished a wooden animal shelter, uprooted oak trees, and  
removed fence panels (time not stated). She added that this was the fourth ‘twister’ they 
had had in the same field in eight years.
 The Chester Chronicle of 31 October published a detailed account under 
the headline ‘Freak twister wreaks havoc in rural area’. It affected Tarvin, Stapleford, 
and Duddon at about 1500 GMT. Mrs Julia Deynem described “many trees down,  
electricity off, cow sheds, horse field shelters, fence panels, roof tiles, [wrecked].” Mr 
Andrew Winward of Stapleford Hall (SJ 490645), who was outside at the time, heard 
thunder, then: “… all of a sudden … whoosh … and you looked at these trees around 
here and they were just going from side to side and it lasted less than a minute. And then 
it was just still as still as can be.” Mr Ted Mount, of Old Moss Farm (SJ 494649), had roof 
slates blown off the house and stables, and a wooden fence flattened; and a sailing boat 
was hurled over a tall hedge into a neighbouring field. Mr Liam Wilbur, a tree surgeon, 
who witnessed the tornado, said: “Once I had worked out the direction it was going and 
I knew I was safe, it was very interesting. I’ve never seen anything like that in my whole 
life.” And Mr Ken Fellows, of Moss Lane Farm (SJ 496650), had a tree smashed through 
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his turkey shed roof but the birds were unharmed. Force probably T2. Length about two 
kilometres from southwest to northeast.
 We were also informed (via UKWeatherworld) of a lorry driver who found  
himself caught in what appeared to be a tornado on the A54 road (SJ 518687) near 
Kelsall.
 Tim Prosser of TORRO made a trip to the area on 2 November.  
His investigation revealed two tornado tracks running northnortheast: one of  
12 km starting from near Waverton, the other from Aston (SJ 5778) to Hatton; but an 
independent report from Mr Callum Dumbell at Kingsley (see below) indicated that the 
second track probably began there. This leaves only a short distance between the end 
of the first track and start of the second, but their alignment is such as to make it difficult 
to treat them as one.

TN2013Oct25/II Kingsley to Hatton, near Warrington, Cheshire (53° 16’ N 2° 40’ W to 
53° 20’ N 2° 36’ W, SJ 554748 to SJ 600825)
 Mr Callum Dumbell from Roddy Lane, Kingsley, reported a ‘whirlwind’ 
that ripped leaves from trees, tipped over loose items, and cracked concrete fence  
foundations, during a thunderstorm with heavy rain. The time was between 1500 and 
1520 GMT and it lasted 30-60 seconds. When combined with Tim Prosser’s investigation 
loc. cit. this gives a track of 9 km as far as Hatton. Force T1.

TN2013Oct25/III Cragg Vale to Luddenden Foot, West Riding of Yorkshire (53° 42’ N 
2° 00’ W to 53° 44’ N 1° 56’ W, SE 001221 to SE 040254)
 Following initial reports of a possible tornado Tim Prosser visited the area on 
the 26th and found damage to woodland in Cragg Vale, where several hundred trees 
were felled, minor damage over open hills between there and Luddenden Foot, then 
further damage at the latter place. Force T3 (possibly T4) at the start of the track, T2 at 
the end. Length 5 km southwest to northeast, maximum width 300 m.
 Mr Ben Pearce from Cragg Vale submitted a report of the tornado at Swat Farm 
(SE 012234), where it screwed branches off trees and took the roof off an old garage. 
The time here was 1609 GMT and it lasted just 15 seconds. Heavy rain and hail was 
reported. And Ms Carolyn Cole witnessed it from her home at Luddenden Foot: she first 
noticed unusual cloud formations approaching from the west accompanied by thunder, 
then swirling leaves filling the air, then it passed over leaving just heavy rain. It lasted 
less than three minutes (probably only seconds), and caused minor structural damage 
to a fence and house roof. The Halifax Courier of 26 October gave some account of the 
tree damage in Cragg Vale.

TN2013Oct25/IV Huby to Brandsby, North Yorkshire (54° 03’ N 1° 11’ W to 54° 09’ N 1° 
05’ W, SE 536625 to SE 596722)
 A report was received from Ms Joanne Roberts at Huby describing a tornado 
that uprooted trees, tore off branches, and ripped corrugated iron sheets from a roof at 
1725 GMT. She had just left the village by road for York but looking back saw ‘a strange 
dark swirling area’. Thunder and lightning were also observed. The following morning 
a neighbour told her that she had experienced ‘a vacuum sensation followed by a very 
loud rushing sound.’
 Tim Prosser set out again on the 27th and found a track in a northnortheast-
erly direction from southwest of Huby, passing over the northern edge of the village  
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(SE 5666), to just east of Brandsby. Force T3. Total length was 11 km, maximum width 
400 m. The severest (T3) damage was at Dodholm Wood (SE 550640) and Bluebell 
Wood (SE 555650), where a substantial number of trees had been snapped or uprooted 
along a narrow track. Elsewhere there was mostly minor damage to several houses 
and farms, and a lot of hedgerow trees had had their crowns ripped apart, and some 
uprooted or split.
 The York Press of 28 October carried a detailed account of the event. Those 
who saw the tornado approaching across fields were either mesmerised or fled for cover; 
for a minute or two ‘the air was filled with shrapnel and debris’; dozens of trees, some 
very old oaks, some tall pines, were either snapped or uprooted; outbuildings were 
torn apart and pieces went spinning through the air; slates were removed from roofs;  
damage estimated at tens of thousands of pounds. Mr Dan Howland of Oak Tree Saw Mill  
(SE 565667) said: “I heard something funny and looked out the window. There was no 
doubt it was a tornado. I saw the roof of one of the out-buildings turning round and round 
… Then we heard a big bang [as a flying beam crashed through the roof].” At Period Pine 
Doors (SE 565661) hundreds of doors piled outside were blown everywhere “as if they 
were pieces of paper. The roof was lifted off the warehouse but came back down again.”

FC2013Oct27 Wincanton, Somerset (51° 03’ N 2° 25’ W, ST 7128)
 Mr Jake Brett Gillard reported a long funnel cloud at 1220 GMT which lasted 
15 minutes. There was rain and hail at the time. At 1200 GMT a brisk unstable westerly 
airstream covered the British Isles associated with a deep depression of 965 mb near 
northwest Scotland. Showers were widespread in the west, where a few were thundery, 
more isolated in the east.

fc2013Oct28/I Walthamstow, Greater London (51° 35’ N 0° 01’ W, TQ 3789)
 Mr Alan Welch reported a brief funnel cloud at 0718 GMT. 
 At 1200 GMT a complex depression of 972 mb was centred over west  
Norway and an intense secondary low, 967 mb, was moving quickly east across the North 
Sea followed by a showery westerly airstream. Early rain in the south was followed by  
widespread blustery showers, locally thundery.

FC2013Oct28/II Kirkwall, Orkney Islands (c 58° 57’ N 2° 54’ W, HY 4808)
 A shower and funnel cloud were reported in the vicinity in the 1350 GMT  
METAR from Kirkwall Airport.

NOTE: The secondary depression of the 28th referred to above produced gusts of  
60-70 knots in southern counties early in the day, bringing down trees and causing other  
damage, but there was no evidence of tornadic activity.

tn?2013Oct31 Preesall, Lancashire (53° 55’ N 2° 59’ W, SD 3647)
 Peter Kirk of TORRO informed us that BBC Radio Lancashire had reported 
a tornado at Preesall at about 1800 GMT, but no further information was forthcoming.  
At 1800 GMT an unstable westerly airstream covered the British Isles associated with a 
large depression, 976 mb, south of Iceland. Bands of showers, some thundery, affected 
the north and west (other areas were mainly dry).
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Whirlwind in the Republic of Ireland
TN2013Oct02 Clonfert, County Galway (53° 13’ N 8° 05’ W, M 9519)
 RTE News on 2 October reported that a ‘black cloud’ had damaged  
buildings, uprooted trees, and toppled gravestones in east County Galway shortly after 
1730 GMT that day. An unattributed photograph showed a thick funnel cloud descending,  
apparently to the surface, in the middle distance. At the time of writing this event was still 
under investigation by Dr John Tyrrell but we provisionally rate it as Force T2.
 At 1800 GMT a depression of 988 mb was drifting north to the west of Ireland 
and a shower trough was moving north across the country. The tornado appears to have 
occurred on this trough. Showers were widespread over Ireland (and western parts of 
Britain).
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Trees bending under the weight of ice accumulation 
after the 20-21 December 2013 ice storm. University  
of Oklahoma campus, Norman, OK, USA. 
© Roger Edwards www.stormeyes.org
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DAYS WITH THUNDERSTORMS AND 
TORNADOES IN POLAND 

IN 2011 AND 2012 

BY  L. KOLENDOWICZ AND M. TASZAREK
Climatology Department, 

Institute of Physical Geography and Environmental Planning, 
Adam Mickiewicz University,

Dzięgielowa 27 61-680 Poznań, Poland

ABSTRACT: This report analyses days with thunderstorms, tornadoes and funnel clouds that  
occurred in Poland in 2011 and 2012. The number of days with thunderstorms was  
analysed with respect to their frequency in months, seasons of the year, spatial distribution and  
compared to the corresponding average values from the period 1951-2012. Days with tornadoes and  
funnel clouds were divided according to their type and strength for funnel clouds, waterspouts, 
unrated cases, weak F0/F1 and strong F2/F3 cases. All categories were analysed in terms of time 
and spatial distribution in 2011 and 2012 in Poland. Study reveals that in 80% of all cases, no  
damage was reported, whilst in 6% of cases damage was significant. Tornadoes and funnel clouds  
occurring between May and September were most frequently reported between 12 and 15 UTC. 
Spatial distribution of thunderstorm days in 2011 was similar to the 1951-2012 climatology while in 
2012 we observed a strong anomaly related to frequent thunderstorm occurrence in the north-west 
part of Poland. 

Keywords: days with thunderstorms, tornado, funnel clouds, Poland, 2011, 2012

THUNDERSTORMS
The number of days with thunderstorms in Poland in 2011 and 2012 was analysed on the 
basis of data from 29 weather stations of the IMGW (Institute of Meteorology and Water 
Management) (Figure 1).
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The resulting information on the frequency of thunderstorm days was then compared 
against the mean values for the 62-year period from 1951 to 2012, for the same  
territory. The data from before 1981 was taken from the Weather Yearbooks and  
Precipitation Yearbooks of the IMGW, whereas the later data were taken from the NOAA 
NCDD website (http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/cdo). 

The average number of days with thunderstorms over the period 1951-2012 in  
Poland varies from less than 18 days in the north and north-west to more than 30 days 
in the south-east of the country (Figure 2A). A similar distribution of thunderstorm days 
is shown on the map for 2011 (Figure 2B). In turn, in 2012 the greatest number of  
thunderstorm days was observed both in the south-eastern and western parts of Poland. 
Over both these areas there were 34 thunderstorm days during the analysed year. The 
smallest number of storm days (less than 20) occurred in the central southern part of the 
country (Figure 2C).

Figure 2. The number of days with thunderstorms, A – in the average year of the period 1951-2012, 
B – in the year 2011, C – in the year 2012.

In spring and summer, the spatial distribution of thunderstorm days in Poland is similar 
to the average distribution for the whole year. In spring, the northern part of the country 
has less than 3 thunderstorm days, and this number increases to the south-east, totalling 
more than 6 days in the south and south-east (Figures 3A, B, C).

Figure 3. The number of days with thunderstorms in spring, A – in the period 1951-2012, B – in the 
year 2011, C – in the year 2012.
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In the summer of an average year from the period of 1951-2012 and in 2011, the  
smallest number of thunderstorm days occurred in the north (less than 13 days), 
while the largest - in the south-east of the country (more than 20 days). In the  
summer of 2012, the number of thunderstorm days was decidedly greater, and the spatial  
distribution thereof resembles the annual distribution for the said year, described above 
(Figures 4A, B, C).

Figure 4. The number of days with thunderstorms in summer, A – in the period 1951-2012, B – in 
the year 2011, C – in the year 2012.

In autumn, the distribution of thunderstorm days differs from that observed in the  
average year, and in the spring and summer. The largest number of thunderstorm days 
(approximately 3) occurs in the north-western part of the country (Figures 5A, B, C).

Figure 5. The number of days with thunderstorms in autumn, A – in the period 1951-2012, B – in the 
year 2011, C – in the year 2012.

In winter, thunderstorm activity is sporadic. On average, there is no more than one storm 
day annually over a period of 10 years. In individual years, however, this number may 
rise, as for example in 2012, when as many as two thunderstorm days were observed in 
central Poland (Figures 6A, B, C).
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Figure 6. The number of days with thunderstorms in winter, A – in the period 1951-2012, B – in the 
year 2011, C – in the year 2012.

Successive sections of this study contain an analysis of the long-term trend of  
thunderstorm days on a nationwide scale. Taking into consideration the long-term  
trends of the number of thunderstorm days at all weather stations included in the study, 
the authors of the present work have grouped them using Ward’s hierarchical grouping  
method. The result of grouping in the form of a tree of interconnections has been  
presented in Figure 7. The results obtained have been used to perform a regionalisation, 
thereby arriving at a division of Poland into four thunderstorm regions (Figure 8). Graphs 
of the average long-term trend of thunderstorm days have been elaborated for each  
region. Averaged values for each year in individual regions have been calculated as 
arithmetic means on the basis of values obtained for individual stations in various  
regions. 
Figure 7. The result of grouping in the form of a tree of interconnections between meteorological 
stations.
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Figure 8. Thunderstorm regions in Poland.
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An analysis of long-term trends of the annual number of thunderstorm days in  
individual regions points to the considerable variability of storm activity from year to year. 
The weakest thunderstorm activity is typical of region I, where throughout the year there 
are on average 15 thunderstorm days. At the same time, the said region is characterised 
by the greatest variability of this number from year to year. For this area, the coefficient 
of variability totals nearly 26%. In region II there are on average nearly 22 thunderstorm 
days, while in region III - nearly 34. Region three is characterised by the smallest value 
of the coefficient of variability. The greatest number of thunderstorm days has been  
observed in region 4 - in excess of 32 during the average year (Table 1, Figures 9 and 
10).

Table 1. Maximal (max), minimal (min) and average (average) number of days with thunderstorms 
and the variation coefficient (V) for the multiyear course of the number of days with thunderstorm in 
particular regions. Data from the period 1951-2012.

Region Max Min Average V (%)
I 24.3 7.33 15 25.8
II 29.3 14.6 21.7 16.2
III 34.5 21.5 26.6 12
IV 48.5 21 32.7 16.4
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An analysis of long-term trends of the number of thunderstorm days in individual regions 
suggests that in regions I, II and IV there occurs a statistically insignificant, decreasing 
trend in the number of thunderstorm days. Only in region III, located in southern Poland, 
have we found a statistically significant rising trend that points to an increase in the 
number of thunderstorm days by more than 3 days during a period of 50 years (Figures 
9 and 10). 

The research results obtained confirm the results of research conducted hitherto into 
the distribution of the number of thunderstorm days in Poland (Bielec-Bąkowska 2003, 
Kolendowicz 2006, 2012). In turn, the trends obtained show a similarity to the results of 
research conducted by Bielec-Bąkowska (2003).

Figure 9. Graph showing the number of days with thunderstorms in region I and region II with trend 
lines, regression equations and R2 coefficients.

Figure 10. Graph showing the number of days with thunderstorms in region III and region IV with 
trend lines, regression equations and R2 coefficients.



TORNADOES AND FUNNEL CLOUDS
According to the European Severe Weather Database (Groenemeijer 2004,  
Groenemeijer 2009, Dotzek et al. 2009) and media reports, in 2011 and 2012 Poland 
had a total of 32 days (Figure 11) in which funnel clouds (5 in 2011, 10 in 2012) and 
tornadoes (8 in 2011, 12 in 2012) were reported. Within the tornado reports there 
were 7 cases where damage ratings had not been assigned, while according to the  
Fujita scale (Fujita, 1971) 5 were rated as weak F1/F0 tornadoes, and 3 as strong  
F3/F2 tornadoes. Five tornadoes occurred over the Baltic Sea near the shore and were  
assigned to the waterspout category. 
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Figure 11. Distribution of all tornado and funnel cloud days in 2011 and 2012 according to their type 
and strength.
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Analysing the rate of the severity in all days during which tornadoes and funnel clouds 
occurred (Figure 12) we can state that around 80% of days with funnel clouds and  
tornadoes did not cause surface damage. This can be explained by the strength 
of the vortex not being strong enough to cause damage or it had insufficient vertical  
development so it did not come into contact with the surface. On the other hand, on 15% 
of days tornadoes caused light to moderate damage, while for 6% of days tornadoes 
caused considerable and severe damage – especially on 14 July 2012 when a strong 
mesocyclonic tornado (Davies-Jones, 2001) occurred near Bory Tucholskie. 
Figure 12. Distribution of all tornado and funnel cloud days in 2011 and 2012 according to the  
damage caused. 
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In Figure 13 it can be seen that all analysed cases were reported between May and 
September, which is consistent with both Lorenc’s (2012) and Taszarek’s (2013) findings  
related to the tornado season in Poland. Most of the funnel clouds and tornadoes in 2011 
and 2012 occurred in June, July and August, while the strongest which caused damage 
(not shown in the chart), were reported in July and August. Interestingly, waterspouts 
were reported in August and September. The reason for this is likely due to the higher 
Baltic Sea temperatures in the late summer compared to early summer, combined with 
cooler polar air masses causing convective clouds that are prone to generating water-
spouts.
Figure 13. Distribution of all tornado (red), waterspout (blue) and funnel cloud (grey) days in 2011 
and 2012 according to the month of the occurrence. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of all tornado (red), waterspout (blue) and funnel cloud (grey) days in 2011 
and 2012 according to the time of the occurrence (UTC). 
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The vast majority of the tornadoes and funnel clouds in 2011 and 2012 developed  
between 12 and 15 UTC (14:00 and 17:00 local time) (Figure 14). As tornado  
formation is closely related to convection, the most frequent time of the occurrence 
can be related to convective activity which due to the sun’s radiation and earth surface  
heating is usually the most active in the afternoon hours. The second most active 
time period was between 15 and 18 UTC (17:00 and 20:00 local time). It is also worth  
pointing out that during this time the strongest tornadoes, which caused the most  
damage, occurred. This time period may also be when supercells reach their  
maximum strength and produce their tornadoes (Markowski and Richardson, 2009; 
Taszarek, 2013; Taszarek and Kolendowicz, 2013). Some of the cases have also been 
reported before 12 UTC and after 18 UTC, but again this is consistent with the tornado  
climatology findings of Lorenc (2012) and Taszarek (2013) in that the tornado threat in 
this period significantly decreases, and not many reports have been received.

Spatial distribution of all cases, which is shown in Figure 15, shows that most were 
reported in south-east Poland (especially funnel clouds). This conclusion is in line 
with the annual spatial distribution of thunderstorms in 2011 and 2012 and with  
general thunderstorm climatology presented in the Figure 2. However, the  
following do not agree as well: one tornado was reported in north-eastern Poland, 
two weak tornadoes occurred in western Poland, five waterspouts occurred near the 
coast, and few strong tornadoes were reported in the north-central area of Poland.  
The tornadoes that occurred on 14 July 2012 killed one person and injured seven. Three  
tornadoes which were on the ground for a total of 1 hour 15 minutes were generated 
from one supercell. The tornadoes reached F3 strength and left a 70km long path of  
destruction with maximum width of 625m. Bory Tucholskie forest and buildings which 
were in the path of the tornadoes were totally destroyed, as can be seen in the  
initial ESWD report: “Tornado was reported on the ground. Radar data confirmed a  
supercell thunderstorm in that area. Damage to roofs and downed trees was also  
reported. Numerous tornadic damage reports in that area. Bory Tucholskie Forest was 
seriously damaged. Tornado destroyed a cottage; 1 fatality, 4 injured. The worst damage 
(T5-T6/F2-F3 category) was reported in Smętowo Graniczne”. 

Figure 15. Spatial distribution of all unrated tornado (white reversed triangle), waterspout (white 
triangle), funnel cloud (black diamond), F1/F0 tornado (half black reversed triangle) and F3/F2 
tornado (black reversed triangle) reports in 2011 (left image) and 2012 (right image).
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CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis has revealed some interesting features of the spatial and time distribution 
which can be summarized as follows:   

• Spatial distribution of the thunderstorm days in 2011 year was similar to the  
1951-2012 climatology, whilst in 2012 we observed a strong anomaly related to frequent  
thunderstorm occurrence in north-eastern Poland (especially during summer and  
autumn in region II) 
 
• In 80% of all tornado and funnel cloud cases, no damage was reported, while in 6% 
of F2/F3 cases significant damage was reported, Damage for the remainder was F0/F1 
damage. 

• Tornadoes and funnel clouds were most frequent between May to September with the 
peak occurring in August. 

• Waterspouts occurred exclusively in August and September.

• The most frequent time for the occurrence of tornado and funnel clouds was between 
12 and 15 UTC.

• According to spatial distribution, tornadoes and funnel clouds occurred most frequently 
in the north and south-east portion of Poland.
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2012: KERALA’S LOWEST ANNUAL 
RAINFALL SINCE 1901 

BY  R. LAKSHMINARAYANAN
Retired Director, Meteorological Centre, 

Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India

ABSTRACT: This article studies the rainfall in Kerala, a state in southwest India on the Malabar 
Coast. 2012 was a remarkable year with the annual rainfall the lowest since 1901. This deficit led to 
water scarcity and issues with power supplies.

Keywords: Rainfall, monsoon, Kerala, India.

INTRODUCTION
Kerala (Figure 1)  receives an average rainfall of 23 mm in January and February,  
378 mm in the summer season (March to May), 2051 mm in the southwest  
monsoon season (June to September) and 477 mm in the northeast monsoon  
season (October to December) totalling an annual rainfall of 2928 mm as 
per the latest average of Kerala based on 1951-2000. Thus the rainfall in  
January to February accounts for 1% of the annual total, summer rainfall is 13%,  
southwest monsoon rainfall is 70% and northeast monsoon rainfall is 16% of the annual 
rainfall. The total rainfall of Kerala varies from 3650 mm in the north to 1750 mm in the 
south. The coefficient of variation of annual rainfall of Kerala is less than 15% in the north 
and less than 20% in the south.

Meteorologically, drought over an area or place may be defined as a situation when  
annual rainfall is less than 75% of the normal. It is further classified as “moderate drought” 
if the rainfall deficit is between 25% and 50% and “severe drought” when the deficit is 
more than 50%.

During the period 1901-1950 Kerala, as a whole state, did not experience 
drought conditions although some of the districts within Kerala, Alleppey,  
Ernakulam, Palghat, Trichur and Thiruvananthapuram, experienced moderate 
drought conditions. Alleppey in 1905, Ernakulam in 1905, 1918, 1928 and 1934,  
Palghat in 1928, Trichur in 1921, and Thiruvananthapuram district in 1917, 1934, 1937 
and 1938 using rainfall normals based on 1901-1950.

The probability of occurrence of annual rainfall of less than 75% of the  
normal is about 8% i.e. about once every 12 years. The probability of occurrence of  
excessive rainfall in the state as a whole is about 4% i.e. about once every 25 years 
(India Meteorological Department, 1985)

During the period 1901-2000 there have been ten years of deficient annual rainfall based 
on the earlier annual normal of 3107 mm over Kerala and the years were 1934 (-20%), 
1951 (-23%), 1952 (-23%), 1965 (-23% ), 1972 (-20%), 1976 (-28%), 1982 (-24%), 1986 
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Figure 1a (top) Map of the states of India. Figure 1b (bottom) Map of the districts within Kerala state.



(-27%), 1987 (-25%) and 2000 (-21%). It can be noted that in the second half of the 20th 
century there were nine years of below average rainfall, while the first half of the 20th  
century had only one year of below average rainfall. The years 1976, 1986 and 1987 
may be considered as years of moderate drought for Kerala; the worst being 1976. 

It is interesting to note that the decade 1981-1990 had three years of below  
average rainfall, out of which two years 1986 and 1987 were moderate drought 
years. It may also be mentioned that during the period 1901-2000, out of the ten 
years of below average annual rainfall the southwest monsoon was deficient in 
seven of those years and in 2000 it was -18%, and the other two years it was  
positive. In the recent decade 2001-2010, in two years 2002 and 2003, the  
southwest monsoon was deficient by 35% and 26%. But in 2002 the summer and  
northeast monsoon rainfall was in excess bringing the annual rainfall of Kerala to  
2418 mm, with a deficiency of 18%. In meteorological parlance -19% to +19% is  
considered normal. In 2003 the annual rainfall of Kerala was 2370 mm as against the 
present annual normal of 2928 mm which was 23% deficient.

For over a century Kerala has seen a declining trend in the southwest  
monsoon rainfall while the opposite was noticeable with the northeast monsoon. Whilst 
the declining rainfall per decade in the southwest monsoon of 12 mm per decade is  
significant, the increase in northeast monsoon, 7.3 mm per decade since 1871, is 
not that significant. This was stated by Dr. Y. Raj the Deputy Director General of  
Meteorology, Regional Meteorological Centre, Chennai during a recent seminar on  
variability of monsoons in Kerala. Previous research has shown that there are significant 
declining trends in the southwest monsoon rainfall affecting the middle and high land 
areas of southern Kerala as well as the high lands of northern Kerala over the 80 year 
period since 1901 (Soman et al, 1988).

The annual rainfall in some places showed a significant decrease in the annual rainfall 
of the 20th century and some of the stations are given below.

Table 1. Difference in annual average rainfall between the periods 1901-1950 and 1951-2000.

Station Annual rainfall 
1901-1950 (mm)

Annual rainfall 
1951-2000 (mm)

Difference

Kottayam 3261.5                   2858.0 - 403.5
Punalur 3159.4          2760.6                    - 398.9
Tiruvalla 3093.0          2732.2 - 360.8
Peermedu 5164.8          4427.7          - 737.1
Munnar 3815.9          3744.3 - 71.6
Alappuzha 3274.8          3006.1 - 268.7
Kollam 2398.1          2357.8 - 40.3

    
As far as southern Kerala is concerned there is normally a heavy spell of rain at the 
onset phase of the southwest monsoon. If there isn’t this initial spell of heavy rain in the 
onset phase it is generally accepted that it becomes difficult for the southwest monsoon 
to make up for this later in the season. This is what happened in 2012.
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FOCUS ON 2012
Kerala received a rainfall of 1551 mm as against a normal of 2054 mm in 2012’s 
southwest monsoon season with a deficiency of 24%. Only three northern  
districts Kasargode, (-9%), Kannur (-13%) and Kozhikode (-8%) received normal 
rainfall (as -19% to +19% is considered as normal in meteorological parlance) while 
all other districts received deficient rainfall, the highest deficiency being in Wynad 
district with 49%. All the 8 southern districts received deficient rainfall, the highest  
deficiency being in Thiruvanathapuram district with 43%. When the districts of southern 
Kerala alone are considered, south Kerala received a rainfall of 1240 mm as against 
a normal of 1763 mm with a deficiency of 30% in this year’s southwest monsoon  
season, while northern Kerala received a rainfall of 1931 mm as against a normal of 
2424mm with a deficiency of 20%. It should also be noted that the normal for the south-
west monsoon changed in 2011 from 2143 mm to 2051 mm. If this change had not been 
made the 24% deficiency for 2012 would have gone up by another 4%. 

The Idukki district received the third lowest southwest monsoon rainfall of 1804 mm 
after 1976 (1629 mm) and 1987 (1664 mm) since commissioning of Idukki dam in 
1976. Pathanamthitta district received the second lowest southwest monsoon rainfall of  
1040 mm (-39%) after 1979 with 765 mm (-59%) since 1979 in this year’s southwest 
monsoon season.

A perusal of the annual rainfall totals of Kerala from 1976 through to 2011 
shows that the years 1976, 1982, 1986, 1987, 2000, 2002 and 2003 had  
deficient southwest monsoon rainfall and the annual rainfall had also ended up  
deficient in a majority of the years. However, although the years 1982 and 2000 had  
normal southwest monsoon rainfall, the annual rainfall of 1982 and 2000 ended up  
deficient, because of deficient rainfall in the summer and northeast monsoon season. 

Table 2.

Year SW  
monsoon 

rainfall (%)

South
Kerala
a n n u a l 
ra in fa l l 
(mm)

North
Kerala
annua l 
ra infa l l 
(mm)

Kerala 
annual
Rainfall 
(mm)

% dep
as per 
earlier
annual
normal

3107 mm

% dep
as per

1951-2000
annual  
normal 

2928 mm
1976 -33 2117 2405 2250 -28 -24
1982 -16 2223 2441 2324 -25 -21
1986 -23 2254 2389 2312 -26 -21
1987 -31 2449 2139  2317 -25 -21
2000 -18 2487 2495 2490 -20 -15
2002 -35 2530 2500 2517 -19 -14
2003 -26 2406 2338 2370 -24 -19
2008 -22 2479 2567 2523 -19 -14

2012   -24         2015                      2356 2171 -29 -25
                                                               (as per new  

normal)
+2.3
2194
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Table 2 gives details of southwest monsoon rainfall deficiency, annual rainfall received 
in south and north Kerala, annual rainfall of Kerala and departure from normal as per 
earlier annual rainfall normal of 3107 mm and also departure from the present annual 
normal of Kerala 2928 mm (based on 1951-2000).

Table 2 shows that the annual rainfall of Kerala received in 2012 (excluding the rainfall 
of January to February which has only a normal of 23 mm) included 309 mm in summer, 
1551 mm in the southwest monsoon season and 311 mm in the northeast monsoon thus 
making a total of 2171 mm. Assuming that the normal rainfall of 23 mm has occurred in 
January to February in Kerala the total amount of rainfall for 2012 for Kerala will be 2194 
mm. Therefore in 2012 Kerala recorded its lowest ever annual rainfall since 1901 leading 
to a moderate drought. However, it may be interesting to note that the highest annual 
rainfall of 3571 mm was recorded in 2007 which puts it in between 1976 and 2012. 

Table 3. District highest and lowest rainfall recorded in Kerala along with the year and amount of 
rainfall between the period 1976 to 2012.

District Highest  
annual  

rainfall (mm)

Year Lowest  
annual  

rainfall (mm)

Year

Kasargode 4833 1978 2467 1987
Kozhikode 4694 1978 2275 2003
Kannur 4184 1994 2342 1986
Mallapuram 3535 2007 1460 1982
Palghat 3266 2007 1698 2012
Wynad 3857 1984 1842 1987
Thiruvananthapuram 2398 1992 1104 2012
Kollam  2967 1995 1621 2012
Pathanamthitta  
(since 1979)

3524 2010 1245 1979

Alleppey 3308 2007 1829 2012
Kottayam 3671 2010 2199 1976
Idukki 5653 2005 2456 1987
Ernakulam  3954 1978 2465 1990
Trichur  5446 1978 2073 2000

It is interesting to note that Thiruvananthapuram, Kollam, Alleppey and Palghat  
districts  recorded their lowest annual rainfall in 2012. Also of note is that Idukki and  
Kottayam districts recorded their second lowest annual rainfall in 2012. It may be  
mentioned that the lowest annual rainfall of Kerala during the period 1976 to 2012 
is 2171 mm plus 23 mm (winter normal) i.e. 2194 mm. As such 2012 recorded the  
lowest annual rainfall of Kerala since 1901 with a deficiency of 25 % leading to moderate 
drought conditions.
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According to the Central Water Commission the storage levels in 16 of the 30 major  
reservoirs in the south of India were lower than 40% of capacity and this was the lowest  
in a decade. Kerala reservoirs were 44% below normal storage level by December  
2012. The storage level in all the six reservoirs in Kerala was below 60% by the end of 
2012. 

CONCLUSION
In a typical year Kerala is used to getting copious rainfall during the southwest monsoon.  
But in 2012 the southwest monsoon rainfall was deficient by 24%. This combined with 
deficient rainfall in the summer and northeast monsoon seasons lead to poor water 
storage levels. As such 2012 became a nightmare year for Kerala on the water and 
hydropower fronts.      
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New TORRO forum now online

The new TORRO forum went online in June 2013.

It is a private forum only available to TORRO members and individual IJMet 
subscribers. Here we discuss the forecasts, severe weather events and site 
investigations.

If you have not received a log on via email and wish to have access to our forum 
please contact membership@torro.org.uk



BOOK REVIEW:  
CLIMATE A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION

BY MARK MASLIN
O.U.P, £7.99 Paperback. 160pp. ISBN: 978-0-19-964113-0 (2013)

 This is the 358th and latest in the highly successful “Short Introduction” series 
started by OUP as long ago as 1995, which covers subjects as diverse as Kafka, Law, 
The British Constitution, and Schizophrenia. It is in fact the second in the series written 
by Mark Maslin, Professor of Geography at University College London. (The first was 
“Global Warming” which came out in 2008.

 The title is perhaps a slight misnomer because the author concentrates on the 
history of climate, rather than a detailed description of current global climates. Thus his 
ten chapters include ones entitled respectively Tectonics and Climate; Great Ice Ages, 
and Global Climate  Cooling but ends with three chapters on future climate change.

 However, he manages to cover his subject very well in 147 pages, which are  
illustrated with 43 diagrams, charts and plans (but no photographs). There are four  
pages of  “Further Reading” suggestions and a very adequate index.

 The author has progressive but sensible thoughts on “Fixing Climate Change” 
the penultimate chapter. After reviewing the various options under the generic title of 
“Mitigation”, he summarises the present position:

“So how should we fix global climate change? First it seems sensible to have an  
international political solution. We are currently without a post 2012 agreement and 
are looking at huge increases in global carbon emissions. Any political agreement will 
have to include measures to protect the rapid development of developing countries. 
It is a moral imperative that people in the poorest countries have the right to develop 
and obtain the same lifestyle enjoyed by the developed world. We also need massive  
investment in alternative/renewable power sources and low carbon technology to  
provide the means of reducing world carbon emissions. There should be investment 
in geoengineering solutions, especially those that make a significant impact in the 
short term, such as reforestation and CCS.…..Reduced deforestation and reforestation 
should not only draw down carbon dioxide from the atmosphere but will also help to  
retain biodiversity, stabilize soils, and provide livelihoods for local people via carbon 
credits. Measures that reduce car use will increase walking and cycling, which in turn 
should improve people’s health, for example reducing levels of obesity and heart  
attacks.”

 There is something for everyone in this slim volume and the style is pleasantly 
non-technical as are all the volumes in this series. The book will easily slip into a pocket, 
and is unbeatable value at £7.99. Highly recommended.

 Peter Rogers
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WEATHER IMAGES: 
HAILSTORM, ASHILL, SOMERSET, ENGLAND

These photographs were taken by Ian Goddard on 3 January 2014  
during a hailstorm that started around 0915-0920. He observed the storm at Ashill,  
Somerset. 

The first photo gives an idea of the size of the hailstones with a penny coin for  
reference. Ian reported “the hail damaged fence panels and the well-cover in the  
garden. It’s something of a curious sight, as you can see undamaged sections on the 

the areas that were shielded and  
protected. Exposed areas are covered 
in white dots where the hail knocked 
small divots out in a fairly uniform  
pattern. 

One thing I did find fascinating was 
that it seemed incredibly localised. On 
one of the photos I took you can see 
hail covering the ground of the field on 
one side of the A358, but seemingly  
nothing on the bank opposite. We 
were out soon after, and noted the hail  
became rapidly smaller and less dense 
on the edges of the system.”

Image 1. Hail with reference penny coin. © Ian Goddard

Image 2. Hail covering the road with hail still falling. © Ian Goddard
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